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Abstract-Achieving energy-efficiency in nanoscale CMOS pro
cess technologies is made challenging due to the presence of

x

process, temperature and voltage variations. In this paper, we
present

soft

N-modular redundancy

(soft NMR)

that consciously

exploits statistics of errors due to these nanoscale artifacts in
order to design robust and energy-efficient systems. In contrast
to conventional NMR, soft NMR employs

estimation

and

(a)

detection

techniques in the voter. We compare NMR and soft NMR in the

--------

design of an energy-efficient and robust discrete cosine transform

.....----,

(DCT) image coder. Simulations in a commercial 45nm, 1.2V,
CMOS process show that soft triple-MR (TMR) provides 10x

Soft Voter

I

x

improvement in robustness and 13% power savings over TMR
at a peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of 20dB. In addition, soft
dual-MR (DMR) provides 2x improvement in robustness and

35 % power savings over TMR at a PSNR of 20dB.

Channel

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1.

Modern nanoscale CMOS exhibit a number of artifacts
such as process, temperature and voltage variations, leakage,
and soft errors due to particle hits, just to name a few.
As a result, simultaneously achieving robustness and energy
efficiency is a challenge. Worst-case designs address the
robustness issue but with a severe power penalty. Nominal
case design, though energy-efficient, suffer from reliability
problems. Error-resiliency is an attractive approach towards
achieving robust and energy-efficient operation in nanoscale
CMOS. Techniques such as algorithmic noise-tolerance [1],
[2], and [3] exploit the algorithmic structure of the computa
tion in order to reduce power, and thus are application-specific.
N-modular redundancy (NMR) [4] (see Fig. lea)) is a
well-known and general fault-tolerant technique that provides
robustness to critical applications such as military, medical
and server applications, but comes with a 2 x complexity
and power overhead. In NMR, a computation is replicated N
times and the outputs are majority voted upon to select the
correct one. NMR ignores error-statistics exhibited by the N
processing elements (PEs).
In this paper, we propose soft NMR (see Fig. l(b)) to
improve robustness and energy-efficiency of NMR, while
preserving its generality. Structurally, soft: NMR differs from
NMR in that it incorporates a soft voter, which is com
posed of an estimator and a detector. Thus, soft NMR views
computation in the PEs as a noisy communication channel,
and employs the estimator as an equalizer, and the detector
as the slicer. Soft: NMR enhances the robustness of NMR,
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Equalizer

Slicer

(b)
Block diagram of: (a) NMR, and (b) soft NMR.

which is then traded-off with energy in order to achieve
energy-efficient operation. We show that soft: NMR provides
between 2 x -to-10 x improvement in robustness accompanied
with 13%-to-35% savings in power over NMR, for a DCT
based image compression kernel implemented in a commercial
45nrn, 1.2V, CMOS process. It must be noted that though a
number of NMR voting strategies exist, none exploit error
statistics to enhance robustness, or trade-off robustness to
achieve energy-efficiency.
In this paper, we describe the soft: NMR architecture in
section II, followed by a characterization of error-statistics
in section III. In section IV, an application of soft NMR
to a discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based image coder is
demonstrated with simulation results shown in section V.
Finally section VI concludes the paper with future research
directions.
II. SOFT NMR ARCHITECTURE
The key difference between conventional NMR and soft:
NMR is in the voter. Conventional NMR employs a majority
voter though there are other voters such as the plurality voter.
The soft voter fundamentally differs from conventional voters
as it explicitly exploits statistical information. This section
presents, the conventional majority voter and the soft: voter
in more detail.

052

A. The Majority Voter

When presented with a set of N PE outputs Y
{YI, Y2, ..., YN}, a majority voter produces an output y given
=

(a)

by,
y

=

rnaj(YI, Y2, ..., YN)

(1)

where rnaj (Y) selects that element of Y which occurs more
than l N/2J times. In the absence of a majority, the element
with the most occurrences could be chosen (plurality) or an
error can be flagged. An efficient majority word voter for a
TMR system [5] is shown in Fig. 2(a).
B. The Soft Voter

(b)

The soft voter employs the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
principle [6], which is optimal in the sense of minimizing the
system error probability Pe,sys by choosing the most probable
value from a hypotheses set H, given observations Y, and
error statistics PeO. The soft voter algorithm is obtained by
choosing H
Y for complexity reasons, and assuming the
knowledge of PeO, is given as follows:
=

y

=

argmax

VjE{Yl,···,YN}

rjPe((eI

=

YI - Vj), ..., (eN

=

YN - Vj))

(2)
where H
Y
{YI, Y2, ..., YN} are the outputs of the N
PEs, rj is the a priori probability that Vj is the correct output,
and Pe(eI' ... , eN) is the joint error probability mass function
(PMF). Figure 2(b) shows the soft: voter architecture for N
3. Here, the soft: voter selects one PE outputs as the final output
y only when all three inputs are equal. If not, the MAP block is
activated. The MAP block, which implements the computation
in (2), is shown in Fig. 2(c) for a general value of N. In
Fig. 2(c), the error PMF PeO and the prior rj are stored in
memory. Signals hyp_sel and inpucsel select a hypothesis and
an observation from Y to calculate ei and hence the expression
in (2). Thus, the power overhead of the soft voter will be small
for small values of component error probability even though
its gate complexity is large.
=

(c)

=

Fig. 2. Voter architectures: (a) majority yater, (b) soft yater, and (c) block
diagram of the MAP block.

=

III. ERROR CHARACTERIZATION
Soft NMR requires the knowledge of the error statIstIcs

PeO. In addition, both NMR and soft NMR work best when
the individual PE errors ei are independent. In this section,
we describe a methodology to obtain PeO, and techniques to
sure the independence of errors.
A. Simulation Methodology

We assume that block errors are due to timing violations.
For example, timing errors in the PEs can be generated via
voltage overscaling (VaS) [1], where the supply voltage is
set to be lower than the critical voltage (Vdd,cT"it), i.e., the
voltage at which the PE is error-free. We first characterize
basic building blocks such as a I-b full-adder (FA) in a
commercial 1.2V, 45nrn process technology using HSPICE
to obtain delay vs. supply voltage curves. Next, a register
transfer-level (RTL) model of the PE architecture, a 2-D DCT
in this case, is developed in Verilog which incorporates the

delay values at a specific supply voltage. The error PMF PeO
is obtained by comparing the correct output and the erroneous
output obtained through RTL simulations at various supply
voltages using typical input sequences.
The timing error distribution at the output of a 8 x 8, 8-bit
input, 14-bit output, 2-D DCT block using Chen's algorithm
[7], employing mirror adders and array multipliers [8], imple
mented in a commercial 45nrn, 1.2V CMOS process, is shown
in Fig. 3 for two different supply voltages. Figure 3 shows that
the error PMFs become spiky as the supply voltage is reduced,
and that a few large amplitude errors have a high probability
of occurrence. This is to be expected as the DCT architecture
computes LSB-first, and hence timing errors appear first in the
MSBs, i.e., large amplitude error will occur. We will employ
the error PMFs in Fig. 3 in Section V to study the power vs.
robustness trade-offs.
The component error probability Pei of the DCT block due
to vas is shown in Fig. 4, where we find that Pe; increases
rapidly as the supply voltage is reduced beyond Vdd-cTit. This
plot was obtained from a structural Verilog simulations of the
DCT architecture at various supply voltages (hence delays) but
with a fixed clock frequency.
B. Independence of Errors

As mentioned earlier, independent errors are essential for
NMR and soft NMR to work well. If all the PEs in Fig. 1
have identical architectures and inputs, then the errors will be
highly correlated or even identical. However, timing errors can
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Fig. 3. Error statistics of a voltage overscaled DCT block in a 45nm, 1.2V
CMOS process with
= 1.2V: (a) Vdd = 1V (probability of error
is 0.0374), and (b) Vdd = O.SV (probability of error is 0.7142).
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easily be made independent by employing one or more of the
following techniques:
architectural diversity: employing different PE architec

tures.
•

•

•

to vas, and hence these are the only blocks that exhibit
errors. All voters are operated at their critical supply voltage of
Vdd-crit 0. 7V to ensure correct operation while consuming
minimum power. The quantizers, the inverse quantizer and the
inverse DCT (IDCT) are all assumed to be error-free in order
to isolate the effects of DCT errors. Errors are captured just
before the latch at the DCT outputs in Fig. 5. These errors
are independent by use of techniques discussed in Section III.
The soft voter employs (2), which minimizes Pe,sys, and the
majority voter employs (1).
=

104

Fig. 4. Component error probability Pe;. vs. supply voltage Vdd for the DCT
architecture.

•

Fig. 5. DCT-based image compression architecture: (a) conventional archi
tecture, (b) soft DMR, and (c) soft TMR.
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(c)

scheduling diversity: scheduling different sequences of
operations on the PEs.
data diversity: letting each PE process a different se
quence of inputs.
process diversity: exploiting random within-die process
variations.

In this paper, we employ data diversity to obtain inde
pendent errors. First, we swap the operands in the DCT
multipliers. Second, we choose between row-first or column
first processing of an 8 x 8 block of input pixels. Third we
process a different sequence of the 1024 8 x 8 blocks in
computing the 2-D DCT of the image. For N
3, we found
that the Kullback-Liebler (KL) distance between the joint PMF
Pe(el, e2, e3) and the product PMF Pe(edPe(e2)Pe(e3) was
close to zero (0.0 32) implying these two PMFs are practically
equal. Furthermore, simulation in Section V show that the
independence assumption is indeed valid.
=

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we compare soft NMR with NMR in terms
of robustness and energy-efficiency in the context of the 2D
DCT system described in section IV.
A. Robustness

Figure 6(a) shows that, for a wide range of PSNRs (15dBlOx higher com
ponent probability of error Pe; than TMR at the same PSNR.
Figure 6(b) shows that soft TMR is 2 x more robust than
TMR at the same system level reliability. More interestingly,
soft DMR outperforms TMR at all values of Pe; (and hence
voltages) even though soft DMR has 0.65x the complexity
(including voter complexity) of TMR. This is remarkable as
it suggests that soft DMR is a viable low-complexity(power)
alternative to TMR with no loss in robustness.
Figure 7 shows the reconstructed images at the IDCT output
for various techniques. It is clear that TMR is hardly able to
recover from errors while, soft DMR and soft TMR perform
significantly better.

30dB), soft TMR can tolerate approximately

B. Power Savings

IV. SOFT NMR-BASED DCT ARCHITECTURE
Figure 5 shows the various 2D-DCT architectures being
considered. We replicate the DCT block and perform voting
after the quantizer. Chen's algorithm [7] is used for deriving
the DCT architecture and the quantizer (Q) employs the
JPEG quantization table. Only the DCT blocks are subject

Power numbers were obtained via circuit simulations
(HSPICE) of logic blocks, and via CACTI [9] for memory.
Figure 8 shows the total power consumed for a given PSNR.
Power consumption of the DCTs, quantizers and the voters,
i.e., the entire transmitter, were included in these comparisons.
It can be seen that soft TMR achieves 10% to 20% power
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(a) Original Image

(b) Error Free

(c) With Errors

(d) TMR

(e) Soft DMR

(I) Soft TMR

Fig. 7. Reconstructed image at mCT output with Vdd = 0 . 95V and PCi = 14.63%: (a) original image, (b) error-free conventional with no errors (PSNR
= 33dB), (c) conventional with VOS errors (PSNR = 6.15dB ), (d) TMR (PSNR = 7.88dB), (e) Soft DMR (PSNR = 14.09dB), and (0 Soft TMR (PSNR
= 22.25dB).
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overhead with respect to the DCT transmit chain. This is
primarily because the MAP block in Fig. 2(b) is activated
infrequently and a majority of the complexity comes from
memory which consumes little power. This indicates that
expending computational resources in exploiting statistics is
an effective way of reducing power.
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Fig. 6.
System performance and reliability vs. component probability of
error (Pei): (a) PSNR vs. Pe;, and (b) system reliability (1- Pe,sys) vs. Pe;.

We demonstrated the value of incorporating statistics (data
and error), and estimation and detection techniques to improve
the robustness and energy-efficiency of NMR. This work opens
up a number of interesting problems to explore including:
a) algorithms of approximating the optimal bound, b) using
time and space correlation statistics, c) methods of efficiently
storing the statistical information and the impact of finite pre
cision, and d) methods of obtaining the statistical information.
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Power consumption for TMR, soft DMR and soft TMR vs. PSNR.

savings and soft DMR achieves 30% to 40% power savings
compared to TMR over a wide range of PSNRs.
Table I shows that the soft voter, though much more
complex than the majority voter, has a very low power
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